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where officials begai a study of its
provisions in the ligt of the protests
lodged by the ambassador of Great
Britain and Italy. Governor Hunt's
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state department that any use of force two torpedo boat destroyers be sent
has been torpedoed by a
in France were made agan yesterday sian forces north of Warsaw,
partial bond ballots, as only they can lawfully OVER 200
British submarine.
IN by the American troops at Naco; Ariz., to canal zone waters to prevent viosuc successes of which were announced vote on the question.
in their efforts to keep Mexican bul- lation of neutrality through the mla- -.
The bureau's statement is as fol- by the allies, but the reports of
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ROSENWALD'S

The Store with the Christmas Spirit

ROSENWALD'S

UND RED S OF USEFUL GIFTS HERE

HE FAMILY
I

A

I

STORE
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Open

fT

Evenings

X

3f

Until
5'

Xmas

V

For Big Sister

For Mother

For Father

for

H&M Mk

JfcL

W

If you do not happen to be one of the early shoppers, who have completed their Christmas shipping make out a list of the
ones you wish to remember, and bring it to the big helpful store it will save you time, nerves, and money. Every department is now full to overflowing with bright, useful, gifts of brothers, sisters, uncles and cousins and it's a very easy
matter to find just the right thing at a price you will be pleased to pay.
During our great GREEN TAG SALE you may make your selections throughout the store, at a saving of just
from the total
with a very few exceptions. You simply make your selections at our regular price, deduct
Bo you shopping early in the morning and avoid the
and pay the balance. In many cases the saving is just

"A

one-thir-

one-thi-

-

T

fa For Little Brother

For Little Sister

Big Brother

IM)
SS.

3

i

A

Days
More

'7

I

d,

crowds in the afternoons.

V

...

4

Onyx Silk Hosiery has that perfect fitting
distinctive look that pleases every woman. In black
or in colors they make a very useful gift. We are

showing them in all grades silk boot, silk with lisle
top, all silk. Buy any of these grades at 33 3 PER
C

is
A
j

ENT DISCOUNT.

34c
50c
67c
91.00

Handsome leather bags, silver mesh bags, La Vallieres,
Discount.
hell hair ornaments, neckwear, etc., at 33
3

Handsome leather bagsi of seal, morocco, alligator, etc., either kid or silk lined; new patterns in
silver mesh bags; beautiful La Vallieres and neck-pinof silver or gold plated; new shell hair orna-ments; Elizabeth Ruches and other new neckwear;
and any number of other appropriate gifts all included in the green tag sales at
s,

PER CENT DISCOUNT.
33
17c
25c Article
now....
34c
50c Articles now....
1- -3

$1.00
$2.50

X
A

TA
r

Articles now
Articles now
Articles now
Articles now
Articles now....

$5.00

$7.00
$8.50

67c
$1.67
$3.33
$4.67
$5.67

ready-to-we-

A

lk

Tf?-

-

$ 2.75 Dress Skirts for. ...$1.38
3.50 Dress
4.00 Dress
5.00 Drees

Skirts for....

1.73

for....

2.00

6.00 Dress

Skirts for....

2.50
3.00
3.75

7.50

Skirts
Skirts

Dress Skirts

for....

f $m

one-thir-

Fur
Fur
Fur
15.00 Fur
17.50 Fur
19.00 Fur
21.50 Fur

Dolls here for every little girl, whether you
uihli to pay 25c or $5; Effanbce chaarcter dolls
with unbreakable heads; Kevvpies; dressed and undressed dolls; all of these dolls were bought before
there was a thought of the present war in Europe.
y
dolls.
Compare the prices on
kid-bod-

inch kid body doll,
bisque bead for

jointed,

inch kid body doll, jolntei,
bisque bead, sewed wig, for...

19

inch kid body doll, sewed
wig, jointed, bisque head, only. .

$1.25

20

$1.50

20 inch

kid body doll, sleeping,
sewed wig, full jointed, bisque
bead, hair eyelashes

11.75

$ 5.67
7.33
8.33

Sets....

1000

Sets
Sets

11.67
12.67
14.33

Sets...

Gifts for Men
Linen

$1.00

Sets
Sets
Sets

H'd'chiefs

lino In pure
Irish linen, some plain initial,
others colored initial, otiers
plain hemstitched.
17c
25c Handkerchiefs
24c
35c Handkerchiefs
..44c
65c Handkerchiefs
An exceptional

Silk H'd'chiefs

We have the right line of Silk
Handkerchiefs for men either
with initials or without.
,
34c
50c Grade now

Discount
25.00
27.50
30.00
35.00
40.00
50.00
57.50

Fur
Fur
Fur
Fur
Fur
Fur
Fur

Sets
Sets
Sets
Sets
Seta

Sets..... ....
Sets

Appreciate Gilts for Men
and Women,

Silk Underwear
Beautiful Silk

$2.00

inch kid body doll, sewed
wig, hair stuffed, jointed, bisque
head, only

$2.25

16.67
18.33

20 00
23.33
26.67
33.34
38.33

65c Grade now....,
$1.00 Grade now
$1.25 Grade now......

..44c
67c
84c

Neckties
A beautiful assortment of
Silk Tleg for men, full length,
good quality silk.
25c Neckwear now
17c
60c Neckwear now
75c Neckwear now..

34c
,50c

Dress Shirts
Wilson Bros.' Shirts in plain,
pleated and mushroom pleated
bosoms.
$1.25 Shirts now..
....84c
$1.50 Shirts now
$1.00

All the new styles in Women's Neckwear, including the
new Elizabeth Ruches.
24c
35c Neckwear
50c Neckwear
..34c
$1.00 Neckwear

B

iwh kid body doll, hair stuffed, full Jointed, sleeping, hair
eyelashes, a beauty for

Neckwear

33

Blankets
Blankets
8.50 Woolen Blankets
10.00 Woolen
Blankets
11.00 woolen Blankets
Woolen
Woolen

$ 5.00
7.50

Woolen

12.00

Knit Scarfs '.
Phoenix Knjt Scarfs of all
kindsHead Scarfs, Mufflers,
etc.
35c Scarfs for
24c
50c Scarfs for
34c
$1.00 Scarfs for
.67c
$1.50 Scarfs for
.$1.00
Leather Bags

33 V3

w

s

5.00
5.67
6.67

.

7.33
8.00

Discount
1- -3

.

$2.75
3.00
3.50
- 4.00

Robe
Robe
Robe
Robe

Blankets
Blankets

A

$1.84

.2.00

Blankets....

2.33
2.67

Blankets

4

Toys
Toyland is loaded down with toys o all kinds
it is the delight of every little boy or girl, who has
visited the store.
-- Sleds
Wagons
-

Drums
Games

Tool chests.
Work benches

m

Building blocks
Magic lanterns
Moving picture machines.
Pop guns
Fire engines
Hook and ladder trucks
Pool tables

Hay tmgons

Toy stoves
Toy dishes
Washing machines
Wooden furnitme

Pianos
but it would take a full
page to enumerate

UNTIL XMAS.

A

We are showing a beautiful assortment of bath
robe blankets with cords to match, at 33
per
cent discount. Light and dark colors in all shades.

Trains

Windows, they will
keep you Informed

A

Bath Eobe Blankets

75c Girldes
50c
$1.25 Girdles
84c
$1.50 Girdles
$1.00
$2.50 Girdles
$1.67
Bath Robes, Guest
Kimonos,
Towels, Bath Towels, Corsets,
Brassieres, etc., at

Rosenwald's

THIS STORE WILL BE OPEN EVENINGS

X

$3.33

Blankets...

Girdles

21

j

J
A

Discount

1-- 3

Emb. Kerchiets

greatest assortment of
we have erer
Kerchiefs
gift
ever shown either with or
without initials.
15c Handkerchiefs
10e
25c Handkerchiefs
17c
50c Handkerchiefs
34c
75c Handkerchiefs
50c
$1.25 Handkerchiefs
84c
$2.50 Handkerchiefs
$1.67
$4.00 Handkerchiefs
$2.67

A
"A
f
;

Oregon City woolen blankets are made in the
heart of the wool industry in Oregon, and for the
last 40 years they have been the standard other
woolen blankets were measured by
They make a handsome present, and are a lasting reminder of the giver

90c

The

A

Woolen Blankets

67c

Wtch

21

XMAS SHOPPING

Underwear-Knickerboc- kers,

Skirts, Combinations, Gowns and Petticoats.
$1.67
$2.50 Qualities for
$3.33
$5.00 Qualities for.
$6.67
$10.00 Qualities for
$10.00
$15.00 Qualities for

$1.35

$1.60

-

Gifts for Women

22 inch

kid body doll, sewed
a
wig, jointed, bisque head,
beautiful doll for

if

i

Neckwear

d.

$ 8.50
11.00
12.50

18

7.50

Here is the largest fur stock ever shown in Las Vegas.
Carefully selected sets, and separate pieces at a saving of just
Can you think of a more appropriate a more useful or a gift that she will appreciate more than a set of nice
furs. Beautiful sets of Grey Fox, Red Fox, Pointed Fox,
Electric Seal, Skunk, Opossum, Jap Mink, Marmot, Pers Paw,
Iceland Fox, Black Lynx, Russo Lynx, Coney, etc., all at

33 U3

v

675.

Furs for her Christmas
at 33 13 lo Discount

1

$1

4.00
4.50
5.00
6.00

Dress Skirts for. . . .
Dress Skirts fir. ...
10.00 Dress Skirts for...,
12.00 Dress HiStrts for....
13.50 Dress Skirts for....
15.00 Dress Skirts for. . . .
8.00

9.00

Women's Suits, Coats, Silk Dresses Skirts, Silk Petit"
coats, Children's Coats and Children's Dresses are now

m

0

for....

I

1

Copytttbt 1914
The II. Black C.i.

U2 the regular prkt

'

J

i

...$1.00

(Best Kansas hard wheat flour)
50 lbs. Unity patent Flour
$1.50
50 lbs. "N" Patent plour
....$1.40
50 lbs. Mountain Rose Flour. . . .$1.20
20 lbs. Pure Lard.,
$2.55
10 lbs. Pure Lard
$1.35
70c
5 lbs. Pure Lard
20 lbs. Compound
lard. ....... .$1.70
10 lbs. Compound lard
90c
5 lbs. Compound lard
50c
8 lbs. Roasted Coffee
$1.00
50 lbs. Good Potatoes
75c
27 bars White Laundry Soap
$1.00
6 bars Ivory Soap...
25c
6 2V2 cans Utah Tomatoes......
60c
6 2 lb. cans Tomatoes... .. .... 50c
6 2 lb. cans Corn..,.50c
6 3 lb. cans Van Camp's Hominy 55c
12 cans Green Chili
$1.00
25 cans Sardines
...$1.00
12 cans Salmon (tall)
$1.25

ar

V2 Price

t
J1''

18 lbs. Granulated Sugar
50 lbs. U. S. Patent Flour

Every skirt in the house goesi into this sale all the new
styles all the new materials. Rosenwald's have long been
the
house of Las Vegas. The house where you
can find just what you wish, and feel assured that it is correct
in style, and well made. You will not be disappointed in these
skirts and if you do not need a new? skirt at present, you
certainly will in the spring. Buy these at

Dolls for every little girl In Las Vegas.

fill

We also have low
prices on Fort Brand goods; Schillings Coffees,
Teas, and Spices.; Del Monte Brand preserves, Morris and Co., Bacon, etc. If you wish to reduce the
cost of living it will pay you to investigate out"
grocery department.
as it will not be published again.

3rice

it
t

4

These items will be on sale until Christmas, or
further notice, but we ask you to please save this list,

Al Dress Skirts

-

50c Silk Hosiery now
75c Silk Hosiery now
$1.00 Silk Hosiery now
$1.50 Silk Hosiery now

More Grocery Specials

Green Tag Special for Tuesday

ciate These Silk Hose
4F

a

-

What Woman wouldn't Appre-

A

rd

one-hal- f.

A.

A

all, so

them
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over stock of merchandise we
OWING to
to use this method to reduce our
stock. We will give you 25 per cent Discount on
All Men's and Boys
(

H

I

'

WE ALSO HAVE FOR THIS SALE
I

".

Forty Dozen Fifty Cent Neck Ties at 25 Cta. Eacft
AH new up to date Ties Reversible and Flowing Ends.

.'. V

TRAGOO

GREEN

SALE OPENS
Dec, 15th
tsusns

orga-niatio- n

.

interest

000,

payments,

to $1,000. Removal of monthly deposit limit restriction.
Aerial m.al service, where topography warranted, and extension of motor
truck and automobile service in view
of recent successful experiments.
Passage by senate of pending bill
providing space basis of compensation
for railroads on mail carried instead
ol weight basis.
Pending change in rural delivery
system, computation of carriers' salaries on basis of services performed,
dependent on bulk of mail carried, to
stimulate business..
Readjustment of postmasters' salaries on basis of changes In business
handled due to parcel post development.
Raising of second class rates on
publications other than newspapers
Issued once a week, from one to two
cents a pound.
Granting the department legal jurisdiction over selection of sites and
designs for postal buildings.
Of the parcel post during the last
year the report says:
"Rapid growth, of the parcel post
vastly increased postal business during the year. The department's field
of services has expanded at a phenomenal rate; it Is still expanding.
Notwithstanding the decreases of parcel post rates authorized January 1.
1914, economy of administration has
kept expenses within the revenues."
Of the department's' financial condition the report says:
"The postal revenues for 1914
amounted to $287,934,565.67, an increase over the preceding year of
slightly less tban 8 per cent, as compared with a corresponding increase
of slightly more than 8 per cent for
1913.
The audited expenditures for

i

Don't Look
for
Premiums
THE

cost of the

Turkish

and domestic tobaccos
in Camel Cigarettes
prohibits the use of
premiums or coupons.,

I

QOor
lO

If year dealer can't euppty yon,

eend 10c for one package or
00 for a carton often pack
agee (200 cigarette), poetaga
prepaid. A ft r smoking t
package, if yoa don't find

Here's a cigarette of
exquisite flavor that

doesn't leave that
eigaretty taste and

simply can't bite your
tongue nor parch your
throat. Isn't that just
what you're alter?

$i

CAMELS at represented,
the other & package; and
we wilt refund your money

Sold atl along th
lint, 20 for 10c.
R.

J.

REYNOLDS TOSACCO CO.'
Wimton-Silej-

N. C.

ER

1

I

'

the insular government. The services
are so detached geographically a to
preclude
complicated relationships
with neighboring systems and are yet
sufficient in, extent to afford valuable
experimental demonstration for the
postal service looking to the adminlstratiou eventually of a complete national service. This action will have
the effect of strengthening the national government in its outlying territories, and is specially recommended because of the expediency of tak
ing over the private ownerships before
elaborate a'ndyaBsUy extensions and
duplications of service have been
built up."
Defining the general policy he has
pursued, Mr. Burleson says:
"The service has been administered
for the convenience of the public, not
for profit; to promote efficiency by
standardizing and simplifying proced
ure; tq recognize merit and eliminate
partisanship; to extend service wherever present or pwjspeetlve returns
Justify; to reduce rates insofar as
proves consistent with general fiscal
necessity ; and to provide all communt
ties and all sections of the country,
as far as practicable, with uniform
service.
"The fact that the government ex
ercises a monopoly over the receipt,
transmission and delivery of mail car
ries au obligation to perform this
function for all its citizens; hence the
postal service may not ibe operated
wholly upon the lines of private enterprise. Whether or not service
shall be granted or extensions authorized are questions which, as they
arise in a particular case, should not
be determined entirely , with respect
to revenue considerations. Yet It is
equally the duty of the department to
apply the mechanical and administra
tive economies which private business
enterprise develops and which fn'ven
tive genius from time to time offers,
The maximum of service at the min
imum of expense is the proper rule
to govern public business.".
The report declares newspapers and
periodicals handled in 1914 under the
cent a pound second class rate total
ed over a million pounds, an increase
of 2.94 per cent over the preceding
year, with a resultant "drain on pos
tal revenues" that "emphasizes the
necessity of taking soma step In the
direction of readjusting the rates on
second class mall."
"In my last annual report," Mr.
Burleson says, "the hope was express
ed that congress would amend the
existing laws and raise the rate on
second class matter in accordance
with the recommenoatlon of the commission created in 1911 under a joint
resolution of congress to investigate
the subject, which found the cost of
handling and transporting second class
matter, exclusive of certain expenditures concerning which exact information wag not at hand, to be approximately 6 cents a pound, and recommended that the postage rate thereon
be Increased from 1 cent a pound to
In order to renew
2 cents a pound.

future determination an additional
increase if same should be found necessary or desirable.
"The distinction made between
newspapers Issued as frequently as
once a week and other publications
is believed to be In accord with the
long established policy of congress.
Further reasons why the readjustment
of postage rates on second class matter should begin with publications
other than newspapers is found in the
greater length of the average haul of
such publications and the consequent
greater cost et their transportation.
"Up to the present time the joint
committee has made no report or rec
Until
ommendation, on the subject.
some such action shall be taken to re
adjust rates on second class matter
no serious consideration can be given
to plans for revising and reducing
rates on first class mail."
Discussing the question of railway
compensation, the report says it is
believed the enactment cf the house
bill, pending in the Benato, which provides for compensation, on a space
basis, "will conclude a long and vexatious controversy over railroad mail
rates and inaugurate a plan of adjust
meiit which wilt be entirely fair to
the railroad companies and be most
economical and advantageous in the
administration of the postal service.
for.

Dr. J. T. R. Neal, .Greenville, So.
Car., says that in his 30 years of experience he has found no preparation
for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney
Pills. In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Best you

can buy for backache, rheumatism,
kidney and bladder ailments. O." G.
Schaefer and Bed Cross Drug Store.

Friday
Charlie White vs. Frankie Daly, 10
rounds, at Toledo.
Meeting of United States Lawn Ten
nis association, at New York.
Saturday
Amateur bouts of New York, Pitts
burg and Buffalo boxers, at. New

1

I

The passing of nv'lltse and Dooln
from the Giants opens opportunities
for minor leagues that want managers.
Both are heady men in the game.
Waldek Zbysko calls on Gotch to
meet

him

or retire.
The husky-Pola, wonder on the mat,
like his brother Stanislas.
The Chinese will invade baseball.
According to reports, Jimmy
has secured Captain Lai Tin of
the Honolulu team for the White Sox.

e

has proven

Cal-l.ih-

PLACE WREATHS ON TOMB
Mt. Vernon, Va., Dec. 14. Memorial

wreaths were today placed oa the
tcmb of George Washington by Alex
n
Masonic lodge, Al
exandria, Va., and Fredericksburg
lodge, Fredericksburg, Va., in com
York.
,
memoration of the llnth anniversary
Indoor meet of New York public of the first president's death.
schools, 3,000 entries.
Haverford vs. Yale, at Soccer foot
COFFMAN IN COMMAND
ball.
Boston, Deo- - 14. Captain DeWltt
Cotfman, until recently commandant
ot the Boston navy yard, will officialSPORTING NOTE!)
Billy Wagner, the crack Chicago ly reach the grade of rear admiral
lightweight; boxes Tommy Daly at tomorrow, and will hoist hl flag on
Terre Haute, Ind., next Wednesday the Virginia .as commander of the
third division of the Atlantic fleet
night.
The Braves' new park will be a He succeeds Rear Admiral Frank B.
corker, It is said, and some new Beatty, detached, who is later to bewrinkles for getting to and from It come commandant at the Norfolk:
navy yard.
will be tried out
What a roasting Griffith and Ban
Johnson handed to Sir Walter. The
big Swede Isn't worrying over words; CHICHESTER KKAMt. A.
Ladle! A(ik iroar Iraiel4 for a
Its the coin with him.
1'ilL in Urd fcfirl Uol4 inetaUicVt
Freddie Welsh is going1 bad, and the
hoxM. scried with ltlua RUtboa.
dope la he's stale. His work in the
Askf-.fll- - lEfl s.TFIJd
ring is al big disappointment, and he
years known fts Best, Safest, Always Relialil
Ml
if SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
shows no improvement.
andria-Washingto-

S Pll

be

HP

SCHEDULE

SOMETHING

Monday

ELECTRICAL

IfltplS1!

The problem of selecting appro-

J

WEEK
Red Cross Horse Show

v

1

FOR THE

at New

priate Christmas gifts

York.

Racing all week at
Six-dabicycle race starts at
ark, N. J.

Charleston. S.

y

C

again confronts you.

Boston terrier dog show, at New
York.
Dick Gilbert vs. Kid George, 1
rounds at Leadville, Colo.
Johnny Kilbane vs. Willie Houck,

While on your next

shopping
tour stop in and see OUR display
of Electrical Appliances,

at Philadelphia.
Charlie White vs. Jimmy Murphy, 10
rounds, at Kenosha.
Mike Snyder vs. Jimmy, Travers, at
Kenosha.
Artie Conley vs. Maurice Flynn, ut

Willie Beecher vs. Young Shugrue
New York.

Wednesday
Billy Wagner vs. Tommy Daley, 10
rounds, at Toledo.

at

popu-

lar prices.
Santa

says "No

Knick-knack- s

this year," but serviceable
lnke Electrical

Kenosha.

New York.

gifts that

are useful as well as attractive

New-

Earl Fiaher vs. Eddie Meizec, at
Cincinnati.
6
Jack Dillon vs. Mike Gibbons,
at
Philadelphia.
rounds,
Tuesday
Jim Flynn vs. Al Reich, 10 rounds.
at New York.
Gunboat Sm:h vs. Jim Coffcv. at

GIVE

:

WWW

Adv.

at

'
Marx

Says Doctor

Best For Kidneys

SPORTS

But Schaffucf k

Dec. 24th

.

but not paid within the year, while it
does Include some payments on account of obligations incurred in prior
years."
A statement follows of revenues and
expenses .based upon the reported
revenues and the estimated expenses
of the service for that year and the
report adds:
"On this basis, the revenues for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, are
found to exceed by $3,569,687 the expenses for maintenance during the
same period. While the announcement
"establishes confidence In the fact that
the service la being economically administered, it must e borne In mind
that of the convenience and benefit
provided the public, which must be
secured irrespective or the financial
outlay required.
"The surplus for the. year just closed, though substantial in amount, necessarily represents an approximate adjustment of revenues and disbursements, made possible by economies in
compared with the
administration;
volume of transactions; it Is believed,
therefore, that a recommendation for
the reduction of postage rates or fees
is not warranted at this time."
Reviewing his recommendations for
government ownership of telegraph
and telephone lines, Mr. Burleson
says:
"The postmaster general renews the
recommendation embodied in his last
annual report that congress seriously
consider the question of declaring a
utiligovernment monopoly over all
inties for the public transmission of
as
taken
be
telligence and that steps
soon as practicable to incorporate into
the postal establishments the telegraph and telephone systems of the
country.
"In that report reference was made
to the anomalous condition in this
country under which the telegraph
and telephone utilities, being vehicles
for the public transmission! of intelligence, infringe upon a function reserved by the constitution to the national government
They inherently,
as well as constitutionally, belong to
the postal service. The firm conviction of the department is acre reiterated that telegraph and telephone
service Is Inevitably monopolistic and,
when operated under private control,
does not render the maximum of pub
lic service at the misimum cost to the
whole people.
"It is an interesting fact that.
whereas policies of government have
been advocated and some adopted, the
constitutionality of which have been
seriously questioned, the principle of
government ownership and control of
the telegraph and telephone finds Its
greatest strength in the constitution.
This opinion hap been shared by practically all postmasters general of the
United States, who have held that the
welfare and ha.ppiness f the nation
depend upon the fullest utilization of
these agencies by the people, which
can only be accomplished through gov'
ernment ownership.
"It is also recommended that the

Copyright

SALE CLOSES

the year amounted to $283,513,7G9.16, telegraph and telephone facilities of attention to the matter the depart
Billiard match, Yamada vs. Cutler,
and the adjusted losses due to fire, Alaska, Porto Rico and the Hawaiian ment in January addressed a litter to at Milwaukee.
The ex- islands be at once taaen over and op- the joint committee of congress beburglary, etc., to $14,333.46-Thursday
cess of audited revenues over audited erated by the postoffice department. fore which the question of proper
Amateur botus of New York, Pitts
expenses and losses Is, therefore $4,- - ThiB recommendation is based on an rates of postage on second class mat- burgh and Buffalo boxers, at New
exhaustive investigation which dis- ter has been pending for more than York.
376,463. 05.
Joe Kattell vs. Kid Berger, at Mla- "This audited surplus does not, closed that the conditions in these ter- two years, In which it was recomhowever, represent the actual finan- ritories are generally such as to favor mended that the rate on publications misburg, O.
cial results for the year, ft involves the change. A large part of the prop- issued less frequently than weekly,
Johnny Glover vs. Joe Egau, at
comparison of amounts that are not erty involved is already government and on weekly publications other than Quincy, Mass.in- owned and operated in Alaska by the
not
Amateur
does
at Riverside Boat
It
from
bouts
be
Increased
lcent
newspapers,
to be limited properly comparable. were incurred war
clude obligation which
department and in Porto Rico by a pound to 2 cents a pound, leavmg club, Cambridge, Mass.

BURLESON SUGGESTS
FEDERAL OWNERSHIP
OF TELEGRAPH LINES
Washington, Dec. 14.1 Asserting
that for the first time since its
by Benjamin Franklin, the
post office department is on a
basis, postmaster, General
Burleson submitted to President Wilson today his annual report. It records enormous growth in the department's business because of the parcels
post and postal savings bank divisions
and recommends a program of postal
legislation to increase the scope of the
department's activities,
Mr. Burleson features in nis report
au estimate that a surplus of ?3,669,-54the second of his administration,
will be shown for the fiscal year of
1914 when all claims and charges have
been met. On that showing he baBes
his declaration that the Department
"has been securely placed upon a
basis."
"It is safe to say the report adds,
"that unless unusual conditions should
arise, resulting In abnormal depression of business, there Is no danger,
of recurring deficiencies."
The legislative program recommended is as follows as to its most
important features:
Early action toward government
ownership of telegraph and telephone
lines and immediate taking over of
these systems in Hawaii, Alaska andi
Porto Rico. Transfer of the Alaska
cable from war to postoffice department control.
Substitution of contract "star route"
system for salaried rural carrier service, to eliminate $40,000,000 annual loss
on rural delivery.
with state
Postoffice
governments in railroad building
Insure better
where improvements
postal service.
Raising maximum balance acceptable at postal toanks from $500 to $2,- -
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

faun
Union county to the county seat Mon- day, and while a bunch of them were
standing on the corner talking weather and Christmas advertising, one of
the number suggested the need of an

OPTIC

IE DAILY
ESTABLISHED

1879

Published by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated)

CO.

.....Editor

M. M. PADGETT

Entered, at the poetorfico at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, tor trans
mission through the United States
alls as second class mattbi.
TERMS OF 8UBSCRITION
Dally, by Carrier
er Copy
One Week
One Month....
One Year....
Daily
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,

.........
by Mall

One Year (In advance)
ix Months (In advance)
One Year (In arrears)
Six Months (In arrears)
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WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
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One Year
Six Months

$2.00
1.00
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f
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, craft or money
cder. If sent otherwise we will not
e responsible for loss.
Specimen copies treSn application.
(Cash

In Advance

ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED

AT

EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

HUNTERS MURDER

organization of the members of the
craft for mutual benefit. The suggestion was acted upon at onoe, and the
party adjourned to the. office of the
Raton Range, where a temporary organization was formed, under the
name of tho Northern New Mexico
Press association. The temporary officers are chairman 3, Gordon Smith
of the Maxwell" "Matt;' secretary,
George Beringerot the Raton Report
:. i'
er.
The purpose or thrf organization is
not only to promote: good feeling
among the editors; of this part of the
state, but to. advance the Interests of
this eection of New Mexico by wider
Another object Is to get
publicity.
the publishers .together Jn a business
Almost
wav. for their ' rnVVWrt'SOoa.
Cery' other line pf ilfslness Is organ
b:ed, huj; aa W. G. Brown of the Raton
naiii&'wittily remarked f We call our
selves business men, put most of us
are publishing papers," which seems
to be a difference with a distinction.
Notices of the organization have
been sent to all publishers in this
part of the,, state, with an invitation
to join. The .first general meeting
of the association will he held In Ra
ton on December 19. A committee on
entertainment has been, appointed, and
a pleasant and profitable time is as.
"
sured.
;

:".

RAILROAD AVENUE IS

"STACKED"

BV

MONDAY, DECEMBER

TRUNKS

windows "Are smashed and
delivery wagons turned upside down

TAOS COUNTY

- MAN
MOST
MANY

CRIME
ATROCIOUS
YEARS IS BEING INVESTIGATED

IN

.

-

Santa Fe, Dec. 14. News of an
atrocious murder In Taos
oounty
reached Santa Fe yesterday, the victim being Don Antonio Martinez of
San Cristobal In the northern part of
the county, whose body 'Was found at
a place In the Carson forest known as
Garrapata. The body had been covered with stones and branches from
trees. A hnnter from French, Colfax
county, is under arrest. One of his
Jtfllil'ng from
Dawson,
companions
mfldQ his escape Bfter being arrested,
and a third nimro'd, who was wounded
In the right leg and left Bhoulder,
managed to get away after calling at
a drug store for ointment for his
wounds and consulting a doctor.
There are evidences of a terrific
struggle, with the three American
hunters on one side and the Spanish
American, who Is well known throughout the county, on the other. It is
supposed that Martinez came upon
the hunters as they were baiting a
bear trap with a horse they apparentMartinez
ly had stolen and killed.
recognized the robe, it is said, taken
from the horse. To hide the.,crlme
of horse stealing, so it is reported,
Martinez was attacked with the Intent
Martinez drew his
of killing him.
gun and wounded one of the hunters
and then was killed himself by a fusil,
ade of bullets. The fatal bullet is said
to be of the same caliber as that of
the gun of the huuter under arrest.
There Is considerable excitement
over the murder In Taos county, and
posses are hunting for the companions
of the man now under arrest..

Worthy o emulation is the work ot
At about I o'clock this "" moflriing.
the Deming chamber of commerce, one ot the saloons. Emerging from Loui3 Melvin, night watchman-- at the
That organization, at its annual meet- the place they encountered another Santa Fe railroad
yards, had an ex
remain
crowd of young
ing last week, reported the collection ed
at the dance. The crowd
;

'

me,-3rfcs3a-

ot

far community enterprises
and the wiping out of a debt of f 4,000
during the administration just closing.
The annual report of the secretary
.showed that much has been accomplished for the advancement of Bein-induring the past 12 months. The
Mat of new enterprises launched is
That prosperity has
noteworthy.
ome as the result of the publicity
campaign is evidenced by the erection
of numerous business blocks in the
city during the year, as well as a
large number ot beautiful homes.
Deming citizens have accomplished
much for their community by supporting the chamber of commerce. . When
the work was first begun, a few years
ago, Deming was a sleepy little place,
;
scarcely heard of outside a radius of
!a hundred miles. The citizens, realizing it was time to do something, organized the chamber of commerce, It
took money to carry on the operations
of this body, but Deming citizens,
with foresight and public spirit, gave
nd gave until it hurt, that the chamber's work might be carried on with
energy.
As a result Deming is now a wideawake, growing little city and Is
known from one end of the country
to the other as a live place.
There Is much in the example of
i Deming that might be followed with
profit by other cities off the state. It
! wouldn't hurt Las
Vegas a bit to get
a little of the Deming kind of spirit.
La9 Vegas has a Hveand efficient
commercial organization; that Is doing
the best possible work with the funds
available. It every citizen of Las
Vegas, whether he be a merchant,
lerk or employe of the railroad or
any other corporation, would Join In
the support of the Commercial club,
the organization could and would
great things for the entire
of the state.
end
northern
Why not help?
10,000

g

a

longer
sngaged In good natured joshing and
went so far a3 to play ajrank upon
Gross, Kelly & Company by upsetting
some of the firm's delivefy wagons.
As the hilarity. Increased the "rough
stuff became more pronounced. Some
members of the party" fjecame angered
at each other and one was knocked
through the plate glass window of the
Rosenthal building. The fight became
general, and before it was concluded
the windows were oroken in several
oC the buildings occupied
by Gross
Kelly
Company as store houses.
At 11 o'clock this morning none of
the members of the crowd had been
arrested, according to Chief Coles,
who Is working upon the case. The
encouragement of drinking by inducing men to hang around saloons late
at night to listen to music was blamed by the chief as tne probable cause
of the trouble.
The owners of the property demolished are Incensed at the outrage and
say It will be a great reflection upon
the police force if the Offenders are
not arrested and prosecuted.

citing encounter with a hobo, in which
the tramp retired with a bullet In his
leg. Melvin was walking along the
tracks about a mile and a half south
of the station when ha caught sight of
the hobo trespassing on the Santa Fe
property. Immediately on seeing him
the tramp turned on the watchman.
Rocks commenced hurtling through
the air in the direction of Melvin'e
head. The officer then drew his revolver and fired at the attacker's leg.
member.
slightly wounding that
Thereupon the tramp took to his heels
and disappeared from sight in the
the darkness. Melvin searched for
him for some time, but finanlly gave
Louis Melvin Is
it; up as a bad job.
a recent addition to the Santa Fe
railroad's watchmen. He has been
on the job little more than a week
relieving J. B. Floyd, who had the
position temporarily.

LEAD

ATHLETICS

THE LEAGUE AS
USUA L

m
hi

THE PIRATES ARE THE SURPRISE
OF THE. KIDS' BASKETBALL
LEAGUE

;

As the result "of 'a drunken orgy on
Railroad avenue- late Saturday night
the Rosenthal
building and several
structures occupied; by Gross, Kelly &
Company as warehouses are minus
their plate, gla.;jront, the police
are contemplating several. .arrests and
TELEPHONES
are investigating the legal ground for WOUNDED HOBO ESCAPES
Office
Main 2 prosecuting 'j saloon' Steeper for the
eusiness
News Department
Main 9 atyegfd allowing of the use of musical
FROM SPECIAL OFFICER
instruments In his pace of business.
The disturbance ' occurred toward
VOL. XXXVT. NO. 78.
the 'conclusion' of a dance in one of SANTA
WINGS
FE WATCHMAN
tile Railroad avenue Dalle; it is stated.
TRESPASSER
. BELIIGERENT
Several young mejt,' iee'lhir hilarious,
SOaiETUINO TO IMITATE
WITH A BULLET
enjoyed, it is saw, tne music turmsn- -

the
Advertisers are guaranteed
largest dailv and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In northern New
Mexico.

1914.

14.

SATURDAY

Watch Bracelets

The Pirates sprung a surprise In
the Kid Basketball league at the Y.
M. C. A. Saturday by defeating the
Cubs in the first game,, The Athletics
retained their standing as
by defeating the Braves, and the
White Soxiwon from the Giants.
Saturday"! fames were not particularly brilliant although hard played.
Fred Moore led as individual point
A winner with five field goals, close
guarding made the customary high
scores by some of the bays impossible. Interest in the league continues
unabated and the kida are launching
a campaign to secure more members
with the view of securing new material for their teams. The director
has promised that the team bringing
in a new member shall be allowed to
FAMOUS SERIAL STORY, DRAMAenroll him on their squad, and the
TIZED IN MOVIES, , AT, THE
boys are rustling for new basketball
BROWNE material.
The team standings are:
W.
l. Pet.
The lufinite superiority of the
8
.888
.
i
Athletics,
screen over the stage as a setting for
.750
6
2
White Sox
the virile stories of that school of
4
3
.429
Braves . ,
to
opening, which was
writers whose" high priest is Jack
6
3
.375 cent
Cubs .
followed
was
other
up,
grains,
by
London, was never shown with greate
.250
2
Giants
cent
The closenwls'weak,',18 XA to
er clarity than In the adaptation of
.167
5
1
Pirates
net
lower.
that author's famous story. "The Sea
Firmness spread into the oats marWolf." To have attempted the stag
some of the best people in the motion ket.
;
for
motion
a
such
of
except
play
ing
world. These facts taken In
picture
of:
all
the
effect
Provisions
the.
felt
have
been obviously
pictures wbuld
with the strength of the around advance in grain.
-i
to attempt something which could on conjunction
subject, make "The Sea Wolf a
The closing quotations Were as folly.,, havg;1 resulted m an inadequate
'
photoplay surpassed by none.
lows:
of---, the story.
presentation
Wolf" comes to the
The
Sea
Dec.
1.18;
Wheat,
May 1.21.
Nearly everyone is familiar with Browne theater for tonight only, when
Dec.
63;
May
Corn,
69.
as
a
was
this drama, which
published
without doubt, seats will be at a pre
"
Oats, Dec. 47; May- - Bl
serial In The 'Saturday Evening Post
mium.
$18.60.
Jan.
May
$18.10;
Pork,
some few months ago, and which was
Admission price will be,, 15 cents
Lard, Jan. $9.80; May $10.07Va.
credited with having increased .that
children and 25 cents for adults.
for
Ribs, Jan. $9.87Va; May $10.20, periodical's circulation many thou
action
Most
takes place
sands.
of the
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
on the sealing schooner Ghost, which
14.
Wheat
Dec.
New York, Dec. 14. An ppen mar
developed
Chicago,
was Owned and captained by Wolf
Larsen. In the photoplay, no essen- fresh strength today on account of an ket for all stocks on the floor of the
tial of the action has been omitted; unexpected upturn prices at Liverpool New York Stock Exchange will be
seevn thousand Tent of film being us- where supplies were said to be insuf- created tomorrow. This was (decided
ficient to meet requirements. After on this afternoon. It : was voted to
ed, in. its, depic.tfop.
cent higher, quo- eliminate, beginning tomorrow, ; the
Hobart .Dosworth who plays the opening half to
still
arose
tations
especially
further,
clearing house list and to
star
whose
a
is
of
WQlfiJjajrsn.
part
was
close
The
December
stocks on .the same. baefs, pf
the
the
was
.
option.
reptttation.Is-.irerhi'jwldeplace
and. who;
'Yt
&
net
decline.
to
at
the 182 already, approved.
as
His
trading
the
"chosce.
for
steady
part.
author's5
the
The solitary restriction placed upon
supporting' company Is composed of Corn ascended with wheat. The

Fountain Pens

Party Boxes

Vanity .Cases

THE SEA WOLF,

Hand Bags
:

LONDON PLAY,

AT

TONIGHT

TAUPERTS

mm

;

'

:

"

;

3THTOT

THE'

THE GIFT SHOP
OF

'all stocks is to be that their prices
'shall not go. below tne minimum al- ready established. ,n
The chief issues thus placed. In the
open market are United States steel.
Southern Pacific, Great Northern,
Canadian Pacific, New York Central
issues all
and Anaconda Mining
known as international securities.
Amalganated copper 46; AmeriAtchison
can Sugar Refining 107
95
Chino copper Northern Pacific
104; Reading 150; Southern Pacific 86; Union Pacific 119; United
States Steel 52; United States Steel
Pfd 104.
CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Kansas City, Dec. 14. Hogs, receipts
Market lower. Bulk $6.80
6.95; heavy $f6.856.95; pigs $6.25
7.000.

6.75.

Cattle, receipts 15,000. Market low
Prime fed steers a.ouia'ii; wem-er- n
steers $79.40; calves $610.
Sheep, receipts 800, warKet .sieaay.
Lambs $7.8O8.50; yearlings $6.257.
er.

Kris kringle'S

QUALITY

kristmas

headquarters
Christmas Buying Here

E.LASVEGAS

LAS VEGAS

6

iour

N.Mr

STOCKS VERY COMPLETE
DAINTY

AT

LA VALUER

$3.98

SPECIAL SALE

ME

are now prepared to exhibit one of the finest
lines of merchandise ever shown in our vi- cinity. It is a real pleasure to show the
new
things bought especially for December 1914 paty
trons. Inspection of our goods is invited.

An attractive showing of Gold La Vallieres in
beautiful designs with attractive settings, suspended from gold neck chains. A dainty pleasing

OF FANCY RIBBONS

To 50c Fancy Ribbons, per yard
To 75c Fancy Ribbons, per yard
To $1.00 Fancy Ribbons, per yard

pret,,

Christmas Gift $3.98

35c
59c

?3c

lt

'

' Charming new Warp Prints, Brocaded and Stripped
Ribbons in all light and dark colors.

OPPORT&CJITIES7:iF3 0tR GROUPS OF:;!tpVELY
nom? reserved
t '''SUfTSm GOATS' AND DRESSES
INSPECTION INVITED
TEHEY :AREALL:REDUCED FROR1, 25 to 50
GENT,,
RARE-

-

:

'

FH

TOYTOWN
18

!

Brin the Children to the Store

ANa DOLLVILLE

AN
ft"; Oil!

..aei'SnujKwio--

Assistant District Attorney Chester

A Hunker ahd Under Sheriff Felipe
Lopez have just returned from

.

i

where they have been engaged
In serving papers of arrest on William

C.

are

They

i

Vdc6iIi(5,',';,,t.,

'I- -

'

Quite a unique! feollectbn of toys apd dolls has been Sr
aembled. The beginniny; of the Christmas season finds us
ready, not only rith a comprehensive stock of smart dolls

a,

Boilan for assault with a deadly
weapon. TJoilah Is 'charged with assaulting Mrs, Hattie. D Dennison with
a pistol. . It appear that the woman
had lent Bojlan ,& buggy. She went
to him Jlater and asked for Its return.
o
A quarrel then ensued, It Is stated,
Words waxed warm, Boilan had a
THESS ASSOCIATION
In his pocket and during
the discussion, it 1ft alleged, he kept
III f;0!lTllCOUNTIES hla hand on It, not, however, drawing
it He gave bail and was released
until Saturday, when he will be arEDITORS ORGANIZE AT RATON raigned.
,
AND WILL HOLD GENERAL
v
MEETING 600N
Train No. 3 , arrived in Las Vegas
this morning two and a half hours
behind schedule time. The cause of
(From the Maxwell Mail)
Court week at Raton brought a
the delay ta Jiotitnotra in the local
Lof newspaper men from this and office.

--

Silver Pencils

BUT DIDN'T DRAW IT

HELD TO CONSTITUTE
i. ASSAULT

i

."oU

KEPT HAND ON PIS1UL,

THIS ACTION, NEVERTHELESS,

m

:

-

i

but with many wonderful values in toys as well.

Hi.

'

This store abouridwith1 "good will" toward, all. Bigand
Little Folk always find a hearty welcome. No long faces can
On entering our doors customers seem to be

be found here.

IK

filled with gratefulness

for the very joy of living.

i

COIIE'IN

-

AND

SEE THE

111
In

WOMEN'S

MEN'S COAT SWEATERS

Oxford Grays n4 Browns,
,
,31 to 42, all wool.
SPECIAL $2.49

-

ize

from

In

"i iWl I

WWIiii

RIBBED

this assortment you

SWEATERS;;,
will find some .

exceptionally good values.
sold at $3.50 and fl.00.
SPECIAL

1

NEW HAND BAGS AT $3.98

HEAVY
:

$3.00 and $3.50 Values $2.49

J.

l?i

$2.69

ARE VERY OUCH ALIVE
-

Beautiful Seal and Imported Leather;
Bhgs

in new

Regularly
ed shape

pouch) oblong and

tailor

(fitted with coin holders,,

perfume bottles, leather purses, eto.

MACKINAW

COAT8 and
SMOKING JACKETS

In Norfolk styles
Macliinaw ' Ooa
with, yoke, two large flap 'pockets,
largei ehawl collars.
$4.98
Boys!, each $5.98
Men's, each '

ON ANY SUIT OR O VERCOA T
0

W
bill
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01

0

Irr the Hoxise until December 25th
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BEN LEWIS
:

i

"

i

who is on his way here to
attend the funeral. The funeral likely
C.
will be held Wednesday from St.
Paul's Memorial Episcopal church. It
will bo attended by the Elks, the E.
Romeros and the other orders
(to
which Mr. Bailey belonged. Complete
details could not be announced tod'iy.
'
Mr. Bailyi was popular with a large
number of Lag Vesss people, who af
fectionately , called him "Bill." He
was of the fuihloving type, and few
PROMINENT
BUSINESS
MAN IS
persons fame into his company with
VICTIM
OF ATTACK
OF
out having the opportunity to ex
HEART FAILURE
change w'itciems. His death removes

-

Angeles,

II. DAILY DIES

We Will Hacve

a Fine Lot of

Wreaths of all Kinds

NIGH

Holly - Mistletoe
and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas ....

PERRY ONION

Phone Main 276

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

SUDDENLY LAST

ChrislmaTrees

I

u 7

C. H. Baily, a prominent mwbntd",l-mr
died suddenly early last evening at IUI C1T1Z1H3.
his home, 1022 Seventh street. Acute

-

'

-'

bead

gastritis and heart failure are

A
CENTIPEDES
FOOT LONG
W, Collins of the Solado ranch
ed to have been the cause of death.
waa in town over the week-end- .
Mr. Baily had been feeling badly for Giant Insects of the
Tropics Have
Mrs, F. M. Lyon of Albuquerque will
the past several days. Saturday night
Forty-Tw- o
Feet, and Every
arrive tonight to take charge of the his
distress became so great that he
Claw Is Poisonous.
Daily Curio store? jptJlMrs. C. L. M. was unable to
arose
at
he
and
sleep,
The giant centipede of Trinidad and
Charles Hemik'tliMmver business Baily Is alieifj;q,.agsuinj!','its manage- an early hour yesterday morning and
ment
iiitrtt, was here today.
went to his store, where he worked Venezuela Is sometimes a foot long,
and can do very serious harm.
Its
Dr. and Mrs. R. W. C. Francis left until 11
in yes. R. Selby of Denver, came
o'clock, when he returned foremost
pair of feet are modified Into
Ariz. Dr. and home,
last
for
night
Phoenix,
a
visit.
ahort
for
terday,
saying he wished to lis down supplementary jaws, which are fangA. M. Stanton of Albuquerque, was Mrs. Francis came to Las Vegas about and rest.
,
like, and may inflict a powerful bite;
liere today to look after some of his a month, ago from Cincinnati for the During the day he appeared to be furthermore, each has a poison gland
benefit of the health of Mrs. Francis feeling badly. Mr. Baily retired early at its base, that sends into the wound
affairs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Chambers arriv- They found that the altitude of Las to his room. At 8 o'clock, upon the a venom deadly to small' creatures.
ed in Las 'Vegas yesterday from Dal- VegaB was too high and consequently arrival at home of Mrs. Bally, she and very painful even to mankind.
Moreover the sharp claw of each of
are seeking lower levels. They will found him lying upon the bed unconlas, Texas;'
the 42 feet Is poisonous likewise, so
at
residence
their
was
make
town
in
Watrous
permanent
of
scious.
Mrs.
J. Hand
a
JO,

PERSONALS

...

Made by Best clothlnS Hanfacturers in the world such
as Hirsch Wickwire, Society Brand and Kirschbaum.

llUIIIIllll IlLOLIlVLUi
PALACE CLOTHING CO.
mmmmmmmm

f!

4

li.
today. Mr. Hand is a ranch owner
of Watrous.
Initial letter paper and Initial cor
respondence cards at Murphey'a Drug
Store. Adv.
J. D. Hand, a prominent ranch owner from Onava, came into town yesterday for a shoi visit.
W. A, Moore came in yesterday
from Albuquerque. He will attend to
some personal affairs here.
Liggett' chocolates, the best and
purest candy made,' at Murpliey's prug

Phoenix.
Human Gallegos, sheriff ot San Mi
guel county, left today for San Jose,
where he will visit his father.
Hal D. Sharp cam Into Las Vegas
thW'Jafternoon from El Paso. He will
hiaftW- a brief business visit here.
R. ' G. Sutherland, a railroad man
fibriv'' Albuquerque, arrived
in Las
Vegas today.
.'Fidel Ortiss left today for Santa Fe.
Mir. Ortiz Is the chairman of the com- mtesionwftiof. San Miguel county. He
wgfit to" the" capital to attend the meetStore.-- Adv;
all i e
George H. Bedford arrived in Las ing '6t the commissioners of
'
is
state
that
He
being
the
Denver.
in
counties
from
Vegas yesterdayi
will stay here a short time.
bttbere.
Don D. Stone, representing the Del-cMr. and Mrs. J. R. Strong came in
d Starting
the
Automobile .lighting
to
Ocate
from
spend
yesterday
week-end- .
Mr. Strong is the treasurer company of Dayton, O., arrived in
towli Saturday. Mr. Stone will stay
of Mora county.
Beautiful designs, graceful shapes, here for a few weeks In the interest
rich finish In imported handpalnted of his company.
IE. R. Selby of Denver was here toChina at Murpheys Drug Store.
.
Adv.
day on business.
Ed Masher came in yesterday from
George H. Bedford arrived last
his ranch at Las Animas. He will night from Denver. He will stay here
stay here a short time to attend to for a short time to attend to some
some business affairs.
personal affairs.
F. W. Fisher of Albuquerque was
E. M. Hixenbaugh drove down from
his home at Ocate yesterday, putting in Las Vegas today. Mr. Fisher is a
up his car at the garage of the Las business man from the Duke City.
A. W. Wiest, general manager of
Vegas Auto and Machine shop.
The most elegant line of French the A. McArthur company, came in
Mr.
toilet prepara- yesterday from Wagon Mound.
nerfumes and
tions ever shown'.Jr Jhe. city at
Wiest is the president of the Wagon
Mound Commercial club?''"-Drug Store. Adv.
in
from
cams
J.'W. McGinley
Mm WV- C. McKelvey returned Suntoday
Denver on a business trip.
day afternoon from a three months'
J. H. Runner, Jr., a rancher from visit with her parents In Colorado
Shoemaker, came into town today;"
Springs.
left last
Mrs. K. L. Shellaberger
Luciano Maes, a rancher fiwti Ma'
was in town today purchasing sup night for Chicago. She .will spend a
few weeks In the east.
plier
A. J. Fisher of Dover, N. J., and 8.
S. I, Barker arrived In Las Vegas
this morning from Beulah with a fine M. Renkert of St. Louis, walked Into
Las Vega3 last night on their way
load of vegetables.
across the continent; Fisher started
Hold by the edges an aluminum pan on October 4 from Dover to walk to
and an enamel pan of the same size, San Francisco for a purse of 2,000. He
before
so that the sides opposite your hands must reach the coast city
are In a small flame, .You will drop March 1 to win. Be picked lup Ren-keat St, Louis, and the two! have
the aluminum pan first. j
g
Wat
company since. They are not.
.. . ...
.
r V
This proves that
i ...
allowed- to oeg on weir journey, iuv
must derive all theis Income frou
voluntary , contributions ..or. from the
profit on the sale of post cards;
c
the trip. At one 'stage
Aluminum Utensils
ot the journey the two men lived for
become heated throughout more quick- three days on three loaves of bread.
ly than enamel utensils. Food there- They expect, to arrive In San Franfore can be cooked In aluminum ware cisco by February 20. They put up
with less fear of scorching and with at the Y. M.
A. iist night, leaving
utensils have this
less fuel. "Wear-Eve-r'
morning, walking westward.
you food and expense, $me and temMrs. Hattie McLean and her sister,
per.
Mrs... S. Warner, left Las Vegas last
utensil la made
Each "Wear-Evier- "
night for Columbus, Ohio. Mrs. Mc
without faints, seams or solder, from Lean and Mrs. Warner formerly were
thlck bard sheet amm residents of Las Vegas, but went to
WEAR-EVEInum. Strong, light to Santa
Fe some years ago. They ar
Hps.
cannot
rust, rived here
VVih
handle,
Saturday.
K II 1
.
John McNierneyv drove into town
ALUMINUM cannot lorm poisonous
compounds with acid today from Rociada. Mr. McNierney
!ruIts or food8' practle' is connected with the Rociada Ranch
XJpL
TRADE MARK ally everlasting
company.
Enrique Armijo, deputy assesor of
with
out
wear
Replace utensils that
San .Miguel county, left today for Sanutensils that "Wear-Ever- "
ta Fe, where he will attend the meeting of the assessors of every county
Hardware of the state.
P. J. GEIIEING,

i

o

Mur-phey- 's

phy'Baily summoned
sician, who declared that life had been
extinct' probably for several minutes
at tlief'tlme Mrs. Baily entered the

room.
Mr. Baily was born on October 6,
1873 in Toronto, Canada.
At an early
age he removed with his parents to
Los Angeles, Calif., where he grew to
manhood. He spent a short time in
Arizona in the employ ot the Copper
Queen Mining company. Mr. Baily
came here about 14 years ago and en

tered the employ of. the pharles llfeld
company as head of the furniture de'
...
partment.
On October 13, 1904, he was united
in marriage to Mrs. Cora L. Mann,
who survives him. For the past sev-eral years Mr. Baily has been manager of Baily's Curio store on Sixth
street near the corner of Douglas avenue.
He was among the prominent
business men of the city.
Mr)t Bally was prominently identi
fied "trfth fraternal affairs. He was
secretary of the Las Vegas lodge of
the Fraternal Brotherhood, a member
of the Las Vegas lodge of Elks, the
A. O. U. W., and the Heralds of Liberty. He was a member of the E.
Romero Hose and Fire company, of
whtah he was a nast foreman. Mr.
Baily formerly was president of the
New Mexico Volunteer Firemen's association and at the time of his death
was vice president of tbat organiza
tion, tho lepresentative of the E. Romero Hose and Fire company.
Beslres his wife, Mr. Bally is surviv
ed by his father, George Baily of Los
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Toy Violins........
Dressed DolIs. . . ...
Toy Scales
Toy Drums...,
Toy Lawn Swings. ..........
1 Box Christmas Candles.
10 Christmas Postcards . . . '.
Toy Bubblers...,
Toy Carpet Sweepers
Toy Sad Irons
Toy, Cbrisitmas Trees
Toy Pop 'Corn.....
Aluminum Kitchen Sets..
Toy Ironing Board...
Toy Clothes Baskets

......
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that when the animal crawls over the
soft skin of the human arm, it leaves
a trail of red, inflamed spots. It Is
dangerous to knock the centipede off,
for Instantly the creature drives the
claws more deeply into the flesh, and
sends a greater amount of venom
into each puncture; It may also take
hold with its jaws.
W'hen the centipede seizes Its prey,
or is itself caught by an enemy, it
colls itself round its antagonist, and
grips it tenaciously with all Its legs.
Many myrlapods are brightly banded
with black an ysllow, contrasting
tints that showwnsplcuously against
the dark soil of the forests where
they abound. The giant centipede Is
a shining mahogany brown, with the
legs bluish and ringed with yellow.
Youth's Companion.
:
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INTEREST PAID

mon me here and to send representa-

ON

R. Lawson, Colorado

tives through our records."
Miners Resume Work
Denver, Deo. 14. Two hundred
union miners throughout tho state
have eecured employment Bince the
strike was called off last week, ac
cording to an estimate today by John

10c
10c
10c

25c
10c
S

25o
25o
15c
15c

25nto

.....Treasurer

DEPOSITS

member of the
international 'xecutfve board of the
United Mine Workers ofAmerica.
Lawson , explained, however,1 that the
organization had not complete reports
upon which, to determine the number
'
with accuracy.
A fjew. Committee has been appointed to siiperyise the termination ot the
.'ait. s

'l'

strike. The committee consists of F.
J. Hayes, John R. Lawson, Adam Wilkinson, D. A. Frampton and Robert
Harlan, all members of the international board. The committee will make
a tour of the mining regions of the
state this week, explaining to the for-mstrikers the arrangements for resuming work in the mines.
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Matty Baldwin, has recovered from
his recent mixup with an auto.
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(Continued from Page One)
authority to see that disarmament was
accomplished, when ordered by the
leaders.
"There you come again to the cream
in the coffee," exclaimed the witness,
"The leaders had jurisdiction over
union affairs only. They had no
power to go outside of the rules and
regulations of the union. But they
tuaa?a utsiae ana aavise tne .men to
give up their arms. The arms were
personal property, and it was a mat
ter of Individual judgment whether a
man should give up his gun."
Commissioner Weinstock announced
that Inasmuch, as tae Colorado Fuel
and Iron com pan had been asked to
turn over., its letters and telegrams
from etusgrj idrct(tt9 jpt wjould'ask
the witmlss''te do- - tn;?sami relattve
to all communication, account-,- , and
telegrams In the witness' office. To
eipeditematters a' ' representative bf
the committee would accompany. M,r.
Doyle to his office and select such
matter as the commission would like

'

DETACHABLE HANDLES

FOR LADIES OR HEI

Suit Case Size

Sj5 and Up
:110l

v.f
!'.

...
vi--

--

.141

1

t

roail i

m-sdt-

j

there," declared the witness. .'"But
let me ask whether you so examined
tho accounts of the Colorado Fuel and
did that company
Iron cpmpanyr-o- r
select such matter as it thouglt you
were interested la and bring it to
you?"
"They were directed to produce certain correspondence between certain
eastern directors and the company between certain dates," said Chairman
Walsh, "accounts were not specified."
"They did not offer to allow you to
go over all their correspondence as I
do," said Doyle. "I do tint wish it to
appear that it was necessary to sum- -

.'

J5

ALL GUAR.AWTEED

:

15o

Cashier.

INTEREST PAID QN TIME) DEPOSITS

the commission, or any one
representing the commission can come
to my office and go over every paper

25c

I

Vice-Preside-nt

"You,

25c
13c

1?

J. M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

Billy Wagner, tne crack Chicago
lightweight, boxes Tommy ., Daly at
Terre Haute, Ind., next Wednesday
night.

tO See.

25c
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LOBBY

fHl

SHORT ORDERS AN D REQULAR DINNER!
ALWAYS HANDLM

BIST GOODS OBTAINABLE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WAEJT.

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO.

t,

A.

f.

Meets sectnd and
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visitini
brothers cordially invited Howard T.
Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy,

A L. O. O. MOOSE

fourth

Regular com
muntcatlon first and
in
third Thursday
each month. Visiting
bittthers cordially in
8. Van
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M
Pettem. Secretary.
A. M.

COLUMN

a

EM

Swellton
Your clothes don't At
you extra well. I can't see why you
think you have such a flue tailor.
Harduppe Don't, eh? Why, my
d
he can't see
boy, he's so
you unless you bump right Into him.

DOUBLE RETURN

0

Smith, B.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall

T

C; Cnai. Tamme, Recorder.

Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
RATES FOR CLASIFIED ADVER

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
W. P. BOAL, M. D.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo-TISEMENTS
- cation first Monday In each Office at Residence 708 Lincoln Ave.
Calls answered day or night.
month at Masonlo
Temple
Five cents per line each insertion.
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
Estimate six ordinary word.s o a line,
DR. F. K. HUXMANN
H. P.: F. O. Blood, Secre
No ad to occupy less space than two
Dentist
tary.
All advertisements
lines.
Dental work of any description at
charged
will be booked at space actually set I. O. O.
moderate jrlces
F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
without regard to number of words,
4. Meets every Monday evening at Room 1, Center Block. Office Pboi
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
Caji. in Advance preferred.
their hall on Sixth street AH

visitsng
brethern cordially invited to attend,
A. T. Rogers, Sr., N. G.; W. W. Smith,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,. Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
mares
Cemetery Trustee.

Wanted

LOCAL TIME WHO

- East

IF YOU want to sell range
write II. L. Gray, E. Las Vegas.

AT THE

GARAGE

O. ELKS

FOR SALE 7 registered
Durham KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURcows. Apply II. K. Leonard, San
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W hall, Sixth street, on the
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.
first and, third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
O. L.
and Ladies always welcome.
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with ague. Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
or without board. 710 Grand.
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z.
1011
W. Montague Assistant Deputy,
FOR RENT Five room furnished Sixth street. East Las Vegas, N. Mi
house. Inquire 706 Lincoln avenue.

For Hoist

It AUTO

V". J

1

FRATERNAL
FOR RENT

NO

BROTHERHOOD

I,

Bound

Arrive

I. ...

No,

Meets second and No.
fourth Tuesday evening of each No.
a
month Elks' home on Ninth street No.
FOR SALE Residence, eight rooms. and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
bath, sun room, hot water heat. 1102 are cordially invited. Wm. H. SpringEighth street. Call at house or er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se No.
cretary.
Room 19 Crockett block.
No
B. P.

For Cat

Jinks Gee! The umbrella's blown
Inside out, and it's one I borrowed- Blinks Now is a good time to return It.

Thursday

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, pioneer bunlding. Visltinp members
Reg-4'are cordially invited. Colbert Q.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ular conclave second Tues-- J Boot, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
dey In each mcnth at Ma
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic- - Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.

near-sighte-

A

CAfi

AND

BESTAUHANT

Depart

7:41 a.
7:20 p. m
fc
.11:64 p. m
... 1:26 a. m..... 1:11 a.
1:IS p. m..... I:M p,
West Soune

ll:il

II....

Arrive

I....

1:10
1:35
4:20
I: Si

I. ...
7..r.

No.
No.

-

I....

p.

Depan

l:tt

m

i

u

:4I a. tb

a. m
p. m
p. m

Why They Recommend

p.

ft

4:11 p.

7:N P
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Foley's Honey

and Tar.
P. A, Eflrd, Conejo, Calif. because
"it produces the best results, always
cures severe colds, sore chest and
lungs and does not contain opiateB
or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Taylor. Luthervllle, Ga. because "I bo- lifivo it to be an honest medicine and
it satisfies my patrons." 3V. L. Cook,
Neihart, Mont. because "it gives the
best results for coughs and colds of

furnished rooms
102 Meets every Monday night to
with sleeping porch, light housekeep- O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a
ing if desired. ' 722 Grand avenue. 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor friend. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Phone 143.
dlally welcome. Jt T. Buhler, Presl Drug Store. Adv.
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
C. II. Baily, Treasurer.
WANTED
Clean cotton rags at
this office.
Two

Lost

O

r

T5he

DON'T HAVE TO DODGE

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Wheezing! n the lungs indicates that
Lcve at O. R- - C. hall, on the second phlegm is obstructing the air pasHOREHOUND
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at sages.
BALLARD'S
S p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that It
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- can be coughed up and ejected. Price
homesteads; advance infor- cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- 25c, SOc and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
mation; counties San Miguel, Guad pecially welcome and cordially Invited. Central Drug Co. Adv.
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give

Cold earring, reward for
turn to Optlo office.
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Assistant Mr. Rlchman
phoning for his machine.
send it to him today?
Manager Don't see how
Why, his machine is the
round here fit to use.
DEAFNESS

A

Is teleCan you
wa can.
only one

BLESSING

re-

Miscellaneous

sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1; ' pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E Washington,

d.

a

TYPEWRITING SHORThand lessons hy an easy and prac
D. Trambley,
tical method.
1119
Eleevnth street.

SPANISH,

G O M L i3 3 IS

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

-

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy The
Mother's Favorite.
"I give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to my children when they have
colds or coughs," writes Mrs. Verne
Shaffer, Vandergrlft, Pa. It always
helps them and is far superior to any
other cough medicine I have used. I
Hicks It must be awful to be deaf. advise anyone In need of such a medi
Jicks Not if your wife asks as cine to give it a trial." For sale by
many fool questions as mine.
all dealers. AdY.
EXPENSIVE

Matty Baldwin has recovered from
his recent mixup with an auto.
Gas in the stomach comes from food
which has fermented. Get rid of tljis
badly digested food as quickly as possible If you would avoid a bilious attack; HERBINE is the remedy you
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
stomach, liver and bowels, and re

stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv

A

i

Mr. Smith I rode in one of those
electric cabs once and I got a terrible
shock when I got out
Mr.
Jones Cab
was
heavily

They won't let Walter Johnson get
away without a legal battle. The
public will get another view of some
Inside stuff" in baseball management.

copaib

MOEY

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ofM.k,

n

imj9

q on 0 on

RETAIL PRICES
or More, each dllvery.....
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery.
'200 pounds to 1.000 pounds, each delivery,
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery...
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
2,000 pounds

...20c per

tOO

lbs.

25c per 100
...30o per 100
40c per 100
50c per 100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PUB A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which. Have Mad Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

(FIND WHAT YOU WANT

TOT ADS

-

--

AND

SELL WHAT YOU

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth

MM

WANT

among those who

most

THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads In this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
V"

jbarged, eh?
Mr. Smith No, it wasn't, bat I was.

OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
CO

Unterrlfiedi
"Of course you realize .that riches
tave wings."
."Yes," replied Mr. Duatln Stax. "But
managing riches is the safest line of
aviation that 1 know of."

IB

SWASTIKA COAL

'"w

VERY

WOO

i f

I

are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are inexpensive,
FIED. Try them.

jet

results and EVERYBODY'S

SATIS-

4
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An effort will be made to have the Indiana Good Roads association; Lo
congress recommend, perhaps, to Ban W. Page, director United States
build the highways under a govern- office of public roads; S. D. Foster,
ment engineer in much the way that chief engineer of Pennsylvania; R. E.
the Panama canal has been construct- Pradt, secretary Illinois highway com
mission; Henry W. Bowlby, Oregon
ed.
Frank W. Buffum,
Although the roads congress was highway engineer;
Missouri
engineer; George
highway
scheduled to meet today, the visitors
will not get down to business until to- W. Cooley, Minnesota state engineer;
E. P. Goodrich, New York consulting
morrow, when the "school for mayors"
e
engineer; Walter G. Leinlnger, superTwenty-fivthe
opens at
amphitheater.
intendent of streets of Chicago; Tho
cihundred mayors of American
HOWEVER, HE FOUND ROOM FOR
mas
H. MacDonald, Iowa state engia
and
CRITICISM IN SAN MIGUEL
ties have been invited,
large
Saskat
COUNTY
number are already on hand. Ac neer, and F. J. Robinson, cf
chewan 'highway commission.

FQGEIT PLEASED

GOOD ROAD.S MEET

IS OPENED IN

14. 1914.

Kraft, Jr., recognized

as-

the son of

the late Lew Kraft, politician and
ancier

of

companying them are highways engi
neers and state officials from many
Chicago, Dec. H. Mayors, highway states. Automobilists are here in large
'
officials, engineers aud road experts numbers, and it is expected that
all over the United States and iy io,000 interested representatives of
from sections of Canada are gathered the good roads movement will, be on
In Chicago for the Fifth American hand for the discussions.
Good Roads congress.
"When you tell a man," said E. L.
A program of speech-makinon ail Powers, secretary of the association,
phases of road building has been ar- "that it costs every man, woman and
ranged, and to Illustrate the modern child in the United States $12 a year
methods, a special boulevard 20 feet as his share in the high cost of bad
wide, composed of all known varieties roads, you begin to interest him. The
of street paving, has been construct-aroun- d time has come when we should
no
the amphitheater at the Union longer endure a condition of road 'by
Stock yards, where the convention which it costs the American farmer
will hold forth.
23 cents to haul the same weight that
important among-- the problems un a French or English or Belgian farm
der consideration is the Question of er can haul for 7 or 9 cents. It is
national participation In road build-- time we resented a condition iu which
ing, for half a dozen factions will try it Is posslbl9 to send, wheat from New
to secure the adoption of different York to Liverpool for half wnat. it
programs for federal aid in one form costs to haul it nine miles along one
or another. Of these nerhans the.cf our country roads
most important is a plan by which a
"The establishment of a system of
system of national roads may be con- permanent, Improved highways Is of
structed, most of the work to he done far greater invortance than the dig-of the Painnm canal. The roads
durng periods of Industrial depres-.gin- g
sion. It is maintained that the coun- are used not by the few, but by every
try would materially benefit by the one. they a owntd by the people,
construction of roadways at times paid for by Hi people."
when the work is most needed by
Among the speakers at the convenworkmen and when materials can he tion are some of the nation's leaders
W. A.
in the good roads movement.
purchased at a minimum cost.
A contest is expected between the McLean, chief engineer of highways
advocates of national highways, such and commissioner of Ontario public
as the Lincoln Highway, and those roads, is president of the association,
who favor national aid for local state and he will deliver his annual adroads. A strong demand for national dress. Other speakers are: George
aid is heard In "some states, but In W. Tilson, of Brooklyn; Austin B.
other quarters it Is contended that a Fletcher, state engineer of California;
national aid bill would become anoth- Paul D. Sargent, engineer of Maine;
er "pork barrel," like the river and William H. Connell, highway chief of
harbor appropriations.
Philadelphia; O. A. Kenyon, president
ful-fro-
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COURT SENDS THE

have their hint
ballots.

eTjHTieii'.:

Cincinnati. Mis. Flora
Milwaukee, Wis Deo. 14. While
charges that the boy was
born to her and not Mrs. Plymouth
viewing moving pictures, Mrs. Frit,
COUNTRY
TO Thomas, wife of a Racine, Wis., hotel
Weeks, a medium who is known as
man, recognized her sister among the
the "spirit mother" since the unique
contention was brought.
fleeing refugees on the screen. She
has set about to relieve her destitute
There Is still another son Involved
N
In the charges brought by Mrs. Guien
sister.
Mrs. Amy Winshlp of Baraboo, Wis ,
but the court has ruled that all referS3 years old, has quit college.
ence to him will be eliminated In the FIVE
She
MEN ARE SENTENCED
AT
believes she can learn faster by travpresent hearing, and the will of the
RATON AT RECENT SESSION
late Lew Kraft will also be barred
eling and visiting schools. She has
OF THE COURT
been at college for the rast three
from the trial which is to determine
and is probably the eldest stuyears,
Santa Fe, Dec. 14. H. W. Fcght of motherhood of the elder boy.
(From the Raton Range)
In
Sick Headache
dent
the world.
established
Lew
has
It
been
that
The regular fall term of Colfax
Washington, D. C, educational exnert,
and
shrewd
and
wise,
Craft,
worldly
over
statis
the
court was adjourned by Judge
Sick headache Is nearly always spent Saturday going
firm in the business world, was a de- county
Washington, D. C. Dec. It The
caused by disorders of the stomach. tics and blank forms of the depart
Leib Thursday afternoon after a four-day- s
In
votee
Woman's
the
believed
of
occult
and
Single Tax club will hold
Correct them and the periodic attacks ment of education, having arrived
session, during which only minor
whom he
Its first open meeting tonight Mrs.
of Bick headache will disappear. Mrs. from Las Vegas with Superintendent spirits. Mrs. Weeks, with
matters
were
the bulk of
to have been the nat-tur- court business disposed of, over
Jessie L. Lane, the president, has
John Bishop of Rosevllle, Ohio, writes; oi Fumic instruction Aivan w. wnite. studied, claims
left
for the
being
out propaganda work for the
two
who
mother
of
eons,
the
at
will
the
lecture
Palace
he
"About a year ago I was troubled with Tonight
special term in January. Next Friday mapped
in
who
winter.
have
her
been
and
Tonight's meeting is
custody
at 10 o'clock, the drawing of coming
indigestion and had sick headache of the Governors on "European Agriwill of morning
are
at
the
for
and expert
under
the
provided
public
library,
the Juries will take place at the court
that lasted for two or three days at a culture Reorganized Through the
will speak.
of a farmer room.
time. I doctored and tried a number Schools," deemed it a subject of spe Kraft. Mrs. Gulen, wife
The court will reconvene on
near Washington Courthouse, O.,
of remedies but nothing helped me cial importance to New Mexico. He
4, at 10 o'clock.
that Lew Kraft, Jr., is her Monday, January
charges
Boston, Deo. 14. This year there
exthe
will
his
one
Illustrate
until during
of those sick spells
brief
session closed yespoints by
the
During
dethe
lo
medium
ten women registered at the Masare
son,
adopted
by
a friend advised me to take Chamber- ample of Denmark of which he made
the attention of the
Lew Kraft 'by presenting the terday afternoon,
ceive
sachusetts
Institute of Technology,
,
lain's Tablets. This medicine, reliev- a thorough Btudy.
court was given to the filiug of moas their eon.
Is noted for Its difficult courses.
Mr. Foght has visited the schools of boy
ed me In a short time." For sale by
tions and demurrers. Wednesday af-- which
Mrs. Lew Kraft, widow of the late
Buying a wedding dress by mail
Colfax and San Miguel counties, and
all dealers. Adv.
was occupied In hearing ap
hus- jternoon
brought
grief to Miss Mary Wagalela
was pleased with much that he saw, politician, acknowledges that her
plications for and the granting of citias
sons
band
and
Mass. Because Uncle
the
of
his,
Webster,
recognizes
while in a few particulars, of course,
zenship papers to ten residents of the Sam failed to deliver the
chilhe
considered
them
that
wedding
"spirit"
make.
to
criticism
he has
However,
RED RIVER ROAD
county.
on time, the nuptials were posthe likes the spirit with which those dren. The hearing which begins to
In the matter of the application of dress
-- v',
criticisms were received and how day will therefore show a sordid plot J. H. Towndrow for a new bond, the poned.
or
a
remarkable
of
the
supernatstory
court refused the renewal of bond for
TO BE IMPROVED readily teachers and authorities are ural,
Cincinnati, Dec. 11 Friends of the
to adopt suggestions. He was parti
any amount, requiring the petitioner Countess
de Chambrun have received
;
to
Interest
remain
in custody until the case Is
cularly impressed by the
of her activities in the
letters
Checks
Croup
telling
Instantly
for a hearing during the
RATON
MERCHANTS
AGREE TO which the people manifest In the
war zone. The countess
You know croup la dangeronus. And brought up
European
schools.
term. A bond of $20,000 was
ASSIST IN BOOSTING THE
was formerly MiHS Clara Longworth,
to know too, the sense of January
This forenoon he visited the Santa you ought
fixed In the application of Thomas
MINING CAMP
Focomes
from
that
younger sister of Congressman Nichhaving
security
Fe city schools and during the afterBelisle for bail.
l
in
the
olas Longworth. She was at St.
Tar
and
Compound
non all day Tuesday will accompany ley's Honey
During the week the following Indi(From the Raton Range)
mucus and
count when the war
cuts
the
the
thick
house.
with
It
Following the action taken by the County Superintendent John V. Con- clears away the phlegm, stops the viduals being held for appearance be- broke out. He was ordered lo an outfore the grand jury pleaded guilty
Raton Business Mens? association way on a tour of the rural schools,
and gives easy
post, and his daring American wife
cough
Albu- strangling
and received the following sentences:
meeting last Monday evening, en leaving Tuesday evening for
usrode out on horseback each day to see
and
Every
sleep.
quiet
breathing
iiaiuiuu tvaueiuti, nt?gi u i to x y him. When he wag ordered to the
dorsing the efforts of the Red River querque. He today wired City Super er Is a friend. O. G. Schaefer and
years for flourishing a deadly weapon.
good roads association to secure fin- - intendent John Milne of Albuquerque Red Cross
she returned to Paris, where
Drug Store. Adv.
to
to
a
his
William Norris, burglary, 1 to V2 front, now
make
request
acceding
In
acial assistance from Raton
Improv
she Is
staying with her children
years, sentence suspended during and her
ing the road between Red River and public address on Weda?sday or
Mrs. Nicholas Long-wortmother,
good behavior.
Ute Park, the special committee ap- Thursday evening at the Albuquerque
She has on one or two occa
DISTRICT
Jackson A. Smith, robbery, theft of
s
pointed lo cooperate with Mr. N. R. high school.
sions been able to take advantage of
a watch, 1 to li& years.
The material gathered by Mr. Foght
Faris of Red River succeeded in rais
some
military automobiles to get a
EXPECTED TO GROW Arthur Bookheart, burglary, 1 to k
will be included in a bulletin to be
ing in a short time $190 of the $354
to the front and get a short
quick
trip
sentence
issued
the
States
bureau
United
of
years,
by
suspended during
balance aneumed by the Red River
of her husband. The count
glimpse
good behavior.
association after an expenditure of education on the New Mexico schools.
and his battery have been in the
THE IRRIGATED LAND COMPANY
His
Scott Stover, burglary, breaking into
devotsd
is
expert
survey
mainly
season
for
the
l.
$1,450 during
past
thick
of the fighting around St.
FOR
LAND
MORE
ACQUIRES
to the 'day rural schools, After next
the store of the PHce Shoe and Clothwork on the Red River hill road.
ITS
PROJECT
ing company, 1 to
years.
The cause' to which the leading week he will go to Missouri and after
The prisoners sentenced will be ta
business men of Raton have contrib that to Louisiana on school survey
Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occa
(From the' Maxwell Mail)
ken to Santa Fe within the next day
uted and will contribute more la one trips. Superintendent White will ac
sion recently to use a liver medicine
to
well
a
founded
report
According
or
so
to
on
beg'in .serving their terms.
to' Albuquerque
of the most worthy evor presented. company him
and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets:
that seems to be based in reliable
?
Some very surprising developments Tuesday evening.
"They thoroughly cleased my system
the Maxwell Irrigated Land Mrs. McCIaln's Experience With
authority,
Croup and I felt like a nevr man light and
within the past few days In the Red
on
two
comany has acquired options
"When my boy, Ray, was small he
This and Five Cents!
River district, which will be made
tracts of land across the river from was subject to croup, and I was al- free. They are the best medicine 1DON'T
MISS
out
THIS.
Cut
this
ever taken tor constipation. Thepublic soon, emphasizes more than
town, embracing about 15,000 acres ol ways alarmed at such times. Cham- have
ever the Importance of this rapidly slip, enclose five cents to Foley and
the stomach sweet, liver active.
keep
under
will
which
he
fine land,
put
berlain's Cough Remedy proved tar
bowels regular." O. G. Schaefer an
developing territory In relation to Co., Chicago, 111.,' Writing your name ditches from the Hebron reservoir better.than
any, other lor this trouble.
receive
Adv. '
Raton. Tt Is the firm belief of those and address
within a year. This would make Max- It always relieved him quickly. I am Red Cross Drug Store.
a
return
containin
trial
free
package
best Informed that mining developwell the center of the finest farming never without it in the house for I
ment in the Red River district will ing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, district in the state, and would mean
know It la positive cure for croup,"
and
colds
croup.
Foley
increase Its present population of for coughs,
the population within a writes Mrs. W. R, MoClain, Blairsvllle.
doubling
Cathartic
and
Pills,
Kidney
Foley
several hundred to as many thousand
Pa. For sale by all dealers. Av.
Tablets. For sale In your town by year.
before the close of next summer.
The plan for watering the land
O. G. Schaefar and Red Coras Drug
across the river, as outlined to the
Lame back may come from over Co. Adv.
Mail, are that Hebron dam Is to be
work, cold eettled In the muscles, of
raised ten feet, which will double the
WOMEN OF THE WEEK
the back, or from disease. In the two
A diversion
lake.
of
that
big
capacity
former cases the right remedy !s STATE SPENT
dam will be built across Red River
It
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
above Hebron, and a channel will be
Albany, Dec. 14. Hearing will be
should be rubbed in thoroughly over IN SAN NIGUEL COUNTY cut across a narrow
strip of land to gin today of the arguments of appeal
the affected part, the relief will be
carry the waters of the Red River to of Bridget C. Piexottl, the mother
Price 25c,
prompt and satisfactory.
In this way water school teacher of New
the Sugarlte.
RE- York, from the
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by ENGINEER FRENCH MAKES
secured for all land action of
be
will
enough
the board of education disPORT ON ACTIVITIES DURING
Central Drug Co. Adv.
under the proposed project.
charging her because of absence withTHE PAST YEAR
To get the water from Hebron to
out permission, which she took to bear
the land across the river would mean her child. Dr. John H.
Mexico
New
state
Finley, comJames A. French,
about 18 miles long. This
- a big ditch
education
for
the state
of
Taumissioner,
Robert
notified
J.
has
engineer,
work would give employment to a of New
will hear ihe arguYork,
pert of the San Miguel county road
force of men and teams for many
ments. There are four othei similar
commission that the state has expend- large
months.
before the commissioner, and
appeals
ed the sum of $6,735.19 in this county
HAVE
The plans as outlined would be the
two more in which the appeal papers
from December 1, 1013 to December
biggest thing that could possibly hap are vet to be received.
1914. This sum has been spent on
to Maxwell. With rich Irrigate!
pen
fixing the road between Romeroville farm lands on all sides of the town,
Raleigh, N. C Dec. 14. Miss Bessie
and the fcounty line. The engineer with wide stretches of
grazing land H.
secre
Hackney has been
also stated that the work on the roads
bordering the farms, with the great tary of the chamber of commerce of
in this county would be kept up, un
Kcehler
coal mines of Dawson and
this city.
A CREAMERY ALSO IS PROPOSED
til all the highways were in a good
right at the hack door of the Tract,
condition.
FOR THE HUSTLING SOUTHThe work done by the
with the packing plant at Koehler
Chicago, Dee. 14. Mrs, Potter Palstate authorities in San Miguel has
ERN CITY
ready to reecive all the live stock mer, famous
been extremely eflficlent.
society woman, has congrown, with the markets of the world tributed
toward a fund to aid
state
Rio
the
$1,000
said
the
also
Grande
Mr. French
that
(From
Republican)
accessible by railroads, nothing can
in Chicago.
Las Cruces will ;,ave a creamery has constructed two
unemployed
girls
keep Maxwell from becoming the imMrs. Carter H. Harrison, wife of
Alaric
and a canning factory under the same bridges In Santa Fe county on the
sought his
to
be.
portant city it is destined
the mavor, is to put her novels Into
management and under the same roof road between Las Vegas and Santa Fe.
within the next year the canning fac- These bridges are each about SO feet
moving pictures. She has written s' Catarrh Cannot be Cured
seaof
is
eral
will
a
the
within
be
next
in
them
One
for
single playing
fairy stories ana two novels.
tory
ready
length.
A second "flirt proof" jury will he
son's crop, which is being planned and half mile of Rowe. There has been with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
He broke Alan Law's nerve
acreage signed up now. The creamery a considerable change In the location cannot reach the seat of the disease. drawn today for the Ubond trial of
and
will come just as soon" as enough of the road at Rowe on sccount of Catarrh is a blood or constitutional Louis Weigle, a wealjy stockbroker,
nearly wrecked the hapcure
to
you
it
in
order
on
and
a charge of flirting with Miss piness of his own daughter.
dairy cows are In the valley to assure the construction of the new bridge. disease,
the product.
The two bridges will "make a great must take internal remedies. Hall's Mary McKinney. The jury disagreed
His other child but you'd
At a meeting of the advisory hoard improvement in the road from here Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and at the first trial. Chicago clubwomen
mublood
and
acts
the
induced
of
to
the
the
upon
It
of
the
The
remainder
subscribers
the
to
directly
better see the pictures.
case,
of
the capital.
pushing
canning factory
cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is warn other annoyers.
was decided that a creamery Is among route Is already in fine condition.
not a quack medicine. It was pre
Miss Alice P. Norton, county dietithe greatest needs of the valley, and
scribed by one of the best physicians tian of Cook county, took courses in
after careful consideration of the probPains in Back and Hips
s
v
i
Are an indication of kidney trouble in this country for years and is a reg- several colleges to prepare herself
lem, and consultation and advice from
an expert, it was decided that steps
a warning to build up the weakened ular prescription. It is composed of for her chosen field that of housebe taken at once for a most thorough kidneys, make them vigorous, riT your the best tonics known, combined witu hold administration and dietetics.
Go to the best blood purifiers, acting directinvestigation of the problem, with a blood of acids and poisons.
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 14. Ten homeview to placing the matter intelligent-- your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills. ly on the mucous surfaces. The perly before the public as soon as neces' In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Sold in your fect combination of the two ingre- less and friendless women, from G7
town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross dients is what produces such wonder- to 94 years of age, who had paid sums
sary information can be secured.
ful results in curing catarrh." Send of $200 to $400 to obtain a home for
Drue Stor
for testimonials, free.
the rest of their lives, have learned
Sick Two Years with Indigestion
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O. that "The Sunshine Home for the By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
"Two years ago
was greatly ben
SPIRIT CHILD CASE BEGINS
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
efited through using two or three bot
Aged" is bankrupt Bany of them
Cincinnati, O., Dec. 14. Today is
The most
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- are facing the poor house.
tles of Chamberlain's Tablets,'1 writes set for the court hearing in the faMrs! S. A. Keller, EMa, O., "Be mous "spirit child" case which has pation.
moving
picture play ever proNew York, Dec. 14. Tomorrow la
fore taking them I was sick for two excited much interest in Ohio. The
election day at the suffrage school duced.
The Braves have bought Frank Drug-- cueted by the Equal Franchise
veara with Indigestion." Sold by 'court will endeavor to settle the ques
Read the next instaliniPiit in T' v- tion as to who is the mother of Lew gy from Rochester.
dealers. Adv.
leatrne. The youne lady students will Hflv'ft issiio nf This nrvtSn
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F. C. Hooker of East Las Vegas
lias applied at the court house for J2
3xunty on a coyote killed by him recently near Ojitos Frlos.
All members of the Elks' lodge and
other owning automobiles are requested "to lend their machines for the
funeral of the late C. H. Bally. Any
persons who are willing to devote
their cars to this purpose will please
notify Ludwig William llfeld.

ducts from Chicago, St Louis and
other western centers to eastern
cities were suspended today by tne
interstate commerce commission until
;
April 15 for investigation.

PROGBAH

PHOTOPLAY

&

:

Prlnc

Mt. Vernon, Va., Dec. 14. Memorial
wreaths were today placed on the
tcnib of George Washington by
Masonic lodge, Ala-Washington

FARM SAUSAGE,

CELERY

SEAL SHIPT

OYSTERS,

.

SWEET POTATOES

FRESH TOMATOES
'

TURNIPS

LOCAL NEWS

CARROTS
ORANGES

Mrs. S, H. Koeble has taken a
at Cellers' Dry Goods store.

Order your revenue cancellous, now.

FLORIDA

'

Optic Pub. Co.

Store

SECRETARY

j.

Old Taylor WWsKey end Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

AT- -

H. YORK
Grocer and Baker

Books Good books for sale cheap
on Tuesday only. Mrs. Dillon, 1022 m
Fourth street. Adv.'

BS3H

Miss Caroline Greenberger has a poFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to sition at Bacharach brothers' store
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. over the holidays.

Jones Bros

PURE AND SWEET

Fresh

APPLE CIDER

Keg

Just Tapped

50 Cents

Joseph Brockman has a position at
Sure we have it! Wines, liquors and
cigars, get our prices1. vGreenjclay's. Bacharach brothers'' store till after
the holiday rush.
Telephone Main 212. Adv.
The infant son of iVIr. and Mrs. War"The Sea Wolf" at the Browne to
night. The treat of the season. Prices ren Hewitt died yesterday after several days' illness. The Hewitts are
15c and 25c Adv.
residents of the West side.
Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
The Y. M. C. A. Fellowship lunch
your Christmas gift problems. Adv.
was held last night at the association
Wnies, liquors and cigars, just a building and was attended by 14 men.
little cheaper at Greenclay's. Tele A. J. Fisher of Dover, N. J. spoke.

SSlVon

hie Bay is
the; cash grocer

Adv.

phone Main 212.

The office of the county clerk has
Sea page 3 of this Issue for Green- - issued a marriage license to Juanita
bergers discount sale on suits and Aragon, aged 15, of Las Manuelitas,
and Juan C. Perea, aged 18, of Las
overcoats. Adv.
Dispenses.

"The Sea Wolf," the guaranteed at
The New Mexico Normal University
traction. Tonight only at the Browne.
was short handed today..
Professor
Prices 15 and 25 cents. Adv.
C. F. Lewis was unable to take his
"A Crook Sweetheart" Kaybee, two classes on account of an attack of
reels featuring Gladys Brockwell, at grip. Jose Rublo, the janitor, was also on the sick list with an attack of
the Mutual Theater tonight only.
rheumatism. Neither is in a serious
Adv.

BE

llOOSIlHspEciAL

:

U-

condition.

-

I have two furnished bedrooms for
rent. 614 Columbia avenue Adv.

See Grenclay for your wines, li
quors, and cigars for the holidays.
Telephone Main 212. Adv.

Extravcgcnt
IF PURCHASED
STORE
AT OUR

See Gladys Brockwell in "A Crook
Sweetheart," a two-reKaybee feat
ure, at the Mutual Theater tonight
only Adv

Gifts of furniture and household goods generally last a
life time. We are at a disadvantage on account of our re-

1

modeling not yet being completed and will give a liber-a- l
discount on everything in our store. You will save
moneyi here.

Jack London's authenticated film,
'The Seai Wolf," Browne Theater to
night Pricea 15c and 25c. Adv.
The sweetest and purest candy In
the city at Murphey's Drug Store. In
handsome), ribbon tied embossed boxes
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.

J. C. JOHNSEN

The story master's master story,
"The Sea Wolf," by Jack London, in
seven reels at the Browne tonight
Prices 15 and 25 cents. Adv.

ala.

-

SON

IT

Writing paper. Can you imagine a
more acceptable gift than a great big
beautiful box of writing paper? Mur
phey has the most stylish and best
quality in the city. Adv,

DON'T LEAVE THE CARE AROUND.

T

that

X

A

flour. Else you'll be putting
resistible temptations in the

FLOUR

dren's way.
tainly

does

For our flour
bake

ir-

chilCer-

dellciously.

F. J., Gehring.

You'll he surprised and dellghU.i
ed how easy It is to be a good

baker with oiir flour. Why don't
i
you try it?

Las Vegas Roller Mills

15he

James K. Blair, a conductor on the
north end of the Santa Fe railroad,
was! slightly injured pestsrdayi when
he was thrown against the side of a
car. Blair was getting out of his caboose when the train gave a jolt,
striking hiss head against the door. He
sustained a toad cut over his eye.
Mrs. H. J. Ryan was removed Satr
urday afternoon to St Anthony's sanitarium, where she will remain until
entirely recovered from her serious
illness. Mrs. Ryan's condition is enMr. Ryan, who suffered
couraging.
a nervous collapse because of worry
over his wife's condition, was reported today to be improving.

Friends of Harry F. Blauvelt were
saddened today to hear of the young
man's death in Los Angeles. Blauvelt was 26 years old. He died from
the effects of blood poisoning.
Blauvelt was a student of the New Mexico
Normal University till his departure
from this city about 10 years ago.
Later he studied law, lately havins
been admitted to the California bar.
He was employed at the Center Block
Drug store about 12 years ago.

Children's holiday books, classics,
NOTICE T. F. B.
fiction, all kinds of books
to
the death of Broiher C.
Owing
for sale cheap. Tuesday only. Mrs.
H. Baily, La9 Vegas lodge No. 102, the
Dillon, 1022 Fourth street. Adv.
Fraternal Brotherhood will not hold
its regular meeting this evening.
Seventeen quart enamel dish pan.
J. T. BUHLER, President.
Good quality uniform gray mottling
on heavy steel base. Stron? handles.
AUTO STAGE
A remarkable value. Sale price, 40c.

you have baked with our

'

Adv.

Take advantage of New York's low
prices and my experience in shopping.
' matched, orders filled
Samples
promptly. No charge. Miss G. Sharpe,
223 West 130th street, New York City.
Adv.

Automooiie stage line to "Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las
Vegas 5:45 p.
m. Fare for round trin. J5f on n wnv
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
eeK.
H. B. Hubbard, Prop.

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

MAJESTIC

2

A

IRON

lie

Heme Of The Best Of

Evening Eatable
HilJESrin

MAJESTIC

.

Old Fashioned

,JT:i,

Buckwheat Flour t
Maple Syrup Honey

!

USE GRAAF

I

H4YWAUD

CO.

: :

MFG.

5

t

sT.inuis.

Mfy$;
yZf

V

J
.i

CO.

yr

HFG.CD.
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C"

A

2

time, trouble, worry, repairs and
fuel, give quick, dependable
hot water in abundance.
Easy terms.

.

sums.

-

2

most of the cheap
"ranges."
They are usually
made to sell not to bake.

-

.i

STORE

MAJESTIC
MALLEABLE
RANGE,
modern,
will last a lifetime, save toil,

LUDWID

Installments

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

WM. ILFELD
phone Main 379

Everything In Furniture
Hardware.

and

OF LAS

FIRST NATIONAL

VEGAS. Correspondence is

ed by this old, strong and

BanL

ESTABLISHED

Member

S. Federal Reserve Bank

Do you wish Special Equipment

or Color in your 1915 Ford?

in

F. J.WESNFR

At Whalen Ga.ra.ge.

SIIOPPINMS
TILL CHRISTMAS
We are displaying swell lines of
Cut Glass.

U

Silverware.
China Closets.
Buffets.
Dressers.
Library Tables!

Tush theButtonandResf
lb

II
i

t. 7

't1

Hi

"HUNT'S"
want the

Ia.&t word

in

fJO AOVERTiSifJIG BLUFF
When we say the tickets for
the "Private Secretary"
are Going Fast.
Over 200 of the 340 downstairs seats are Sold.

BETTER GET YOURS TONIGHT
On Sale at Murphey's

Easy Rockers.
Hall Seats and Mirrors.
Davenport and Duofold Beds.
Wilton and Axmlnster Rugs.
.Come and see our igrand. array
for the holidays.

I III
Opposite the

HTjNT

When you

fire-plac-

At

j

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

r
MALLEABLE
RANGES

An old fashioned
e
is
about at good for cooking as

1

SALE FOR

"THE PRIVATE

Be sure and visit Murphey's Drug
Store during gift buying season. Adv.

YOU CAN GET THEM

STEARNS'

GRAPH FRUIT

.

STRAWBERRIES.

MON-ARC-

audience to know that he is in the
show. As a writ server Harry Martin
does exactly what a reg'lar writ server ought to do . He gets rid of papers
as quickly as possible and out of

departments responded and laid 400
feet of hose only to discover that the
blaze was confined to the interior of
1-3
the fire place. A number of members
of Company II had slept in the armory
In order to be ready to go early in the
sight a little bit quicker.
Mrs. Hallett Raynolda as the old. morning to the rifle range for pracOn everything in
maid with ideas about spiritualism tice. They built a fire in th grate
the Store exceptdoes a fine plec.e of acting. She will in the officers' room. Passersby saw
'ar surpass her worit in the "Jennie the reflection of the flames and turning Christmas
Brice,'! mock trial, and folks thought ed in an alarm.
she did! mighty well in that. Mrs. W.
SPECIALS IN WINDOW
C. Dennis makes just the right kind
The funeral of Joseph Porter Flint
PAGE FURNITURE AND UNof a housekeeper.
Especially much took place yesterday afternoon from
DERTAKING CO.
appreciated will be her scene with the chapel of J. C. Johnsen and Son.
The Misses . Mary Interment was in the Odd Fellows,
Mr. Cattermole.
114
611 6th St.
Phone Vegas
Harris and Marie Clement inject cemetery. Rev. Royal A. Slmonds ofthe ficiated. The pallbearers were Charles
enough dash and vivacity Into
parts of the two attractive and fun jTamme, John H. York, M. MY Sundt,
loving girls to put the proper balance E. E. Gehring, A, Metz and J. C.
to the performance as a whole.
Don't forget that those tickets are
on sale now and going fast.
The assesors and commissioners of
every county in the state will meet
An alarm of fire was turned in at tomorrow at Santa Fe to discuss the
an early hour this morning from the taxation of New Mexico. It Is expect)1
Santa Fe yards, where a boxcar was ed that, for the most part routine busireported as blazing. After the fire- ness concerning the assessment of the
men had prepared to respond they re- various counties will be considered. It
ceived a telephone call to the effect is- likely that the .meeting will disTICKETS ARE GOING RAPIDLY AND that the fire had been extinguished cuss a new scheme of assessment for
with little damage by the railroad fire the state.
IT'S UP TO PUBLIC TO BUY
morning
Yesterday
department
ONCE
AT
The passing of 'Wiltse ' and Dooin
about 1:30 o'clock an alarm of fire
was turned In from thei National from the Giants opens opportunities
Quite a number of people do not
Guard
armory. Both volunteer fire for minor leagues that want managers.
for
tickets
the
of
sale
the
realize that
"The Private Secretary" already has
started. The fact of the matter is
that tickets have been on tap at Murphey's since Friday last and that up
A
to last night over 200 of the 343 downstairs seats have been disposed of.
There is no advertising bluff about
this. Those who had planned to pur
chase their tickets later will be sadly
left unless they get busy now. This
unusual sale bespeaics a great Inter
BANK
est in the "Private Secretary," and
doubtless a large crowd will witness
invitthe production.
re
are
the
in
The participants
play
conser-vativ- e
hearsing nightly and will be ready to
enterclass
give a first class, high
tainment next Thursday night. While
in the past Edward J. McWenle has
done some splendiii work in amateur
productions, it is safe to say that as
1B"7
the private secretary he will far sur
pass any previous performance To
those who cannot remember "E. J."
without thinking of his contagious
IL
smile it will be a surprise to know
his
"stuff"
his
all
funny
that he gets
"stuff" over without the semblance
of his famous grin.
As "Cattermole" George E. Morfi-so- n
is great. Mr. Morrison will be
remembered for his plendid work in
the Elks' Minstrels. His performance
of the testy old uncle in "The Private Secretary" will outshine anything
he has ever done before, because
when he steps on the stage he loses
his own Identity and is "Cattermole."
Bert Adams hardly can be imagined
in a serious part, especially by those
ii
who saw him In the minstrels some
time back. The fact remains that as
"Mr. Marsland" Mr. Adams will be
an agreeable surprise to his many
friends. His scene with Cattermole
I
Is ope of the richest hits of the show.
Donald Hart and Orrin Blood work
like a team of professionals in their
We will have another carload shipparts of Douglas and Harry, the two
ped from the factory, in a few days.
young chaps who are some In love
Place your order now and get just
but mostly broke. Dorset Tolman has
what you want
the difficult part of a Bond street tailWhy not give "her" a Ford for
or trying to be a "gentleman," and
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
gets away with it in fine shape. WTiile
A full assortment of parts on hand
Charles' Trumbull will not set the
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
world fire with his histrionic ability
Ford service.
in the small part of "John," a ser
vant, he registers just enough for the
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